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Hardworking and professional laborer in the field of forestry with over 8 years work 
experience as a loader operator Accustomed to working in different types of weather 
conditions Willing to learn new skills/trades.

EXPERIENCE

Loader Operator I
ABC Corporation - OCTOBER 1998 – FEBRUARY 1999

 Aided in the mass production of saw logs for lumber and veneers.
 Operated machinery such as wheel loaders, knuckle-boom cranes, 

skid steers, and fork trucks.
 Inspected and checked all systems on machinery daily.
 Performed routine maintenance to machinery such as oil and filter 

changes, and daily lubrication.
 Serviced electrical and hydraulic systems on machinery.
 Repaired engine components such as water pumps, serpentine belts, 

and alternators on large diesel engines.
 Used welders and cutting torches to repair machinery and equipment.

Loader Operator 
Firestone Polymers - 1996 – 1998

 Inspect product packaging before distribution to customers- Process 
Manufacturing.

 Operating console in manufacturing area to monitor rubber 
production and packaging.

 Perform maintenance and upkeep tasks designated by upper 
supervision Maintaining auto loader(robot) and trouble-shooting such 
as starting shutting down and maintaining auto loader for the task at 
hand.

 5 years service award recognized safety excellence VPP Safety Team 
Member Skills Used Work really well with others and a very friendly 
and people person.

 Very willing to learn anything.
 Confident in my ability to work.
 Good communication skills.

EDUCATION

 environmental - (Nielsen Environmental Field School - Waverly, OH)
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SKILLS

I am computer literate advanced skills in microsoft word and excel.
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